USC-Created Company Advises on Randomization Of Security Measures
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John Pistole, the chief of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), often refers to random patrols or inspections as a key element of his agency's security strategy at US airports. As recently as March 14, 2013, Pistole told the House Committee on Homeland Security that "TSA will always incorporate random and unpredictable security measures throughout the airport" to make it difficult for terrorists to observe patterns in security measures and thereby evade them.

However, there is another key motivator for randomizing security measures -- limited resources. TSA and other security organizations only have so much money, so they seek to maximize their resources and cover as much ground as possible with randomized security.

That concept was first explored in 2007 when the Center of Excellence for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism Events (CREATE) at the University of Southern California teamed up with Los Angeles International Airport to explore ways to make the most of the airport's law enforcement capabilities.

Erroll Southers, now an associate director at CREATE, was intelligence chief for the Los Angeles airport authority at the time. Principal creator Miland Tambe and others at CREATE collaborated with Southers and airport officials to produce the Assistant for Randomized Monitoring Over Routes (ARMOR), software that views challenges associated with patrols and surveillance as a Bayesian Game Theory Unpredictable and Randomly Deployed Security (GUARDS), used by TSA; ARMOR Game-theoretic Unpredictable and Randomly Deployed Security (GUARDS), used by TSA; ARMOR Port Resilience Operational Tactical Enforcement to Combat Terrorism (PROTECT), used by the US Coast Guard; and ARMOR Tactical Randomization for Urban Security in Transit Systems (TRUST), developed for large urban transportation system like those in Los Angeles or Chicago.

The CREATE program has stood up several different applications of ARMOR, including ARMOR Intelligent Randomization in International Scheduling (IRIS), used by the Federal Air Marshal Service; ARMOR Game-theoretic Unpredictable and Randomly Deployed Security (GUARDS), used by TSA; ARMOR Port Resilience Operational Tactical Enforcement to Combat Terrorism (PROTECT), used by the US Coast Guard; and ARMOR Tactical Randomization for Urban Security in Transit Systems (TRUST), developed for large urban transportation system like those in Los Angeles or Chicago.

The Coast Guard recently extended the pilot phase of ARMOR-PROTECT from ports in Boston to New York and Los Angeles/Long Beach.

"The goal is to make patrol patterns unpredictable for an enemy that is trying to conduct surveillance to plan an attack and yet simultaneously ensure that patrol time is used effectively to ensure maximum protection of high-value targets in the port," Tambe said in a statement on Feb. 27, after...
the project came to California. The Coast Guard is assessing the rollout of the program to all 361 US ports.

For all iterations of ARMOR, the goal is to randomize patrols in a way that provides maximum protection in a way that anticipates an adversary's reaction with minimal assets.

The proper use of ARMOR proves more efficient and effective than blanketing an area with law enforcement, particularly in American communities that thrive in an open society, Southers said.

"You know how it is, he who tries to protect everything, protects nothing," Southers said.